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Our steps to success:

3. ......................................................................
.........................................................................

1. .................................................
....................................................
....................................................

2. ..............................................................
..................................................................
.................................................................

How can I write the beginning of a story?

Discuss this with your Talking Partner
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     What is 
the setting of 
     a story?

L.O. Can I write the beginning of a story?
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L.O. Can I write the beginning of a story?

Is this a good setting for a story? 
Is it an interesting opener?
Have I set the scene?
One day, I set out on an  adventure. First, I pushed my boat into 
the water and then I got in. I went through the water until I 
could see the island. When my boat got to the sand,  I got out and 
put it on the beach. I tied my boat to a tree stump and walked to 
the trees......

Is this a good setting for a story? 
Is it an interesting opener?

I went on an adventure. I went through the water to 
another place. Then I got there and it was good. It 
looked nice. 

How could I improve this story setting?
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L.O. Can I write the beginning of a story?

Is this a good setting for a story? Is it an interesting opener?Is this a good setting for a story? 
Is it an interesting opener?
One bright, sunny, blistering hot day, I set out on an intriguing 
adventure. First, I carefully pushed my rickety, little wooden boat 
into the crystal clear water and then I energetically jumped in. I 
paddled gently through the glistening water until I could see the 
island in the distance. When my boat hit the sand,  I quickly hopped 
out and heaved it onto the beach. I conscientiously tied my boat to 
a huge tree stump and walked slowly towards the trees......
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L.O. Can I write the beginning of a story?

Is this a good setting for a story? 
Is it an interesting opener?
One day, I set out on an adventure. First, I pushed my boat into 
the water and then I got in. I went through the water until I 
could see the island. When my boat got to the sand,  I got out and 
put it on the beach. I tied my boat to a tree stump and walked to 
the trees......

How could I improve this story setting?
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L.O. Can I write the beginning of a story?

Write an exciting sentence, which 
could be the beginning of your story.

Remember to include:
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Attachments

minibeast walk recount.doc

checklist_forest_meets_the_sea.doc

Plan_a_story_middle.doc

take away labels.doc

Thesaurus words for Mon.doc

Using a Thesaurus.doc

Using a Thesaurus EXT.doc
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Name:                                    Date:


		My Forest Meets The Sea story checklist. 

		I remembered this.

		I need to practise this.
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		My Forest Meets The Sea story checklist. 

		I remembered this.
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Build-Up








Problem








Resolution





Opening








Ending








LI: To plan a story middle
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Can I take away?
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scared





excited





surprised





weak





nice





walked





look





ran





good





happy





sad





big





bad
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Using a Thesaurus

Name _____________________________________________

Use a Thesaurus to find synonyms for the words in brackets. When you have found a suitable synonym, write it in the blank space.

Aunt Skeeter and the (bad) ______________ Itch.

It was a (very) _________________ hot day out on the Bluebell farm. Aunt Skeeter had been (working)____________________ in the garden since daybreak. She looked up at the (hot)__________________ sun and wished she were swimming in the (cool)__________________ creek down the road. All at once a (good)_________________ idea came to her mind. She decided a swim was just what she needed. She (ran)___________________ down to the creek and (jumped)___________________________ right in! A smile spread across Aunt Skeeter's face as she floated on the water. However, her (nice)_________________________ swim didn't last for long. All of a sudden, Aunt Skeeter let out a (cry)______________________ that could be heard in the next county. She jumped up out of the water like she'd been shot from a cannon. She wiggled and squirmed as she tried to (find)_______________________________ the source of her discomfort. After one (big)__________________________________ shake, a (fat)________________________________ catfish came flopping out of Aunt Skeeter's overalls. Seeing the catfish made Aunt Skeeter (laugh)_____________________________so hard that that she had the hiccups for two days!!

Thesaurus Work


A thesaurus is used to find more interesting words instead of


using the same, tired old words again and again!!


Task One.


Look at these words carefully. Find them in a thesaurus and


write down three other words you could use instead to make


your writing more interesting.


Example: Angry – upset, annoyed, mad.


Ask clean


Frighten hit


Laugh old


Rough shake


Strong throw


Weak wet


Task Two.


Replace the underlined words with another, more interesting


word from your lists in task one.


1. I was lost and had to ask the way.


2. Can I clean the car please Dad?


3. A ghost appeared to frighten the children.


4. The striker hit the post.


5. The girls started to laugh in assembly.


6. It was an old bicycle.


7. The wood felt very rough to touch.


8. The dog began to shake because it was cold.


9. The girl was very strong.


10. “Throw the ball to me,” shouted Ted.


11. The old man was weak and tired.


12. The children were wet after the rain.
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Using a Thesaurus

Use a Thesaurus to find synonyms for the words in brackets. When you have found a suitable synonym, write it in the blank space.

Aunt Skeeter and the (bad) ______________ Itch.

It was a (very) _________________ hot day out on the Bluebell farm. Aunt Skeeter had been (working)____________________ in the garden since daybreak. She looked up at the (hot)__________________ sun and wished she were swimming in the (cool)__________________ creek down the road. All at once a (good)_________________ idea came to her mind. She decided a swim was just what she needed. She (ran)___________________ down to the creek and (jumped)___________________________ right in! A smile spread across Aunt Skeeter's face as she floated on the water. However, her (nice)_________________________ swim didn't last for long. All of a sudden, Aunt Skeeter let out a (cry)______________________ that could be heard in the next county. She jumped up out of the water like she'd been shot from a cannon. She wiggled and squirmed as she tried to (find)_______________________________ the source of her discomfort. After one (big)__________________________________ shake, a (fat)________________________________ catfish came flopping out of Aunt Skeeter's overalls. Seeing the catfish made Aunt Skeeter (laugh)_____________________________so hard that that she had the hiccups for two days!!
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